[Role of traditional Chinese medicine injection infusion with precise infusion apparatus].
The adverse reactions caused by the traditional Chinese medicine has become increasingly aroused great attention. Traditional Chinese medicine injection may produce insoluble particles in the process of production, preparation and infusion, which is one of the reasons caused some adverse drug reactions such as phlebitis, allergic reactions, so it is essential that how to control Chinese medicine injection of insoluble drug particles enter human clinical safety. The author retrieve a large number of paper, from the infusion of particles, analysis traditional Chinese medicine injection and insoluble particles in the liquid compatibility increased occurrence and cause, comparative advantages and disadvantages of the ordinary infusion and precision infusion, which found that using sophisticated filters infusion of traditional Chinese medicine injection control of traditional Chinese medicine injection of insoluble particles enter the blood vessels, thereby reducing the occurrence of adverse drug reactions part of the traditional Chinese medicine injection, is the best, most effective, most secure way of infusion.